Meeting minutes International exchange CSA-softwares
26.8.20

Attendees
Thibaud, Moritz, David, Flo
Excused: Michael

Preferred communication channels
•

Moritz: Mail for long, complicatedDiscussions

•

Flo: We could use the urgenci mailing list

•

David: prefers Mattermost

•

Thibaud: prefers Mail

Result: We will use the urgenci mailinglist
TODO send the mailing list link to everyone

Strategy of the german CSA-network
David thinks that a one-size-fits-all-software can't be done.
(idea)
David / Thibaud: Onbarding and support are the most tedious work for both of them. Development
ressources are no problem. The Network could invest its ressources best by providing support for Solawis
that want to use a program. So the network would cousel the CSAs on which software fits best for them
rather than to provide one single software for alle of them.
The Network could support all programmers by doing work like getting documentation and taking over the
contact to Solawis that want to use one of the programs (incl. onboarding). The latter is most of the work.
(idea)
David: The network could invest in missing software pieces that can be included into the other programs by
means of microservices.
Result
David and Thibaud: Shared data structures are not an option. It would be a pain for everybody with no clear
advantages. What would be the purpose?
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Juntagrico
David showed how to set up a new Juntagrico instance with a few clicks within a few minutes on a shared
server.
TODO
Kartoffelkombinat will provide a list of features that turned out to be needed for a german CSA (accounting
and so on). Because of the size of Kartoffelkombinat this would be a good example.

Misc
•

David tells about his experiences how hard it is to communicate with some of the CSAs. The
installation of the program for the CSA fails because of little, unimportant things, e.g. missing
features that aren't really important.
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